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1.
Definitions

Evidence-based 
Acquisitions 
(EBA)

Evidence-based 
Selection (EBS)

Usage Based 
Collection 
Management 
(UBCM)

…It’s all the 
same idea
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‘’
1) Pay amount for 
commitment; 2) gain 
unlimited access to the 
titles in the package; 3) 
at end of term, select 
titles of choice based on 
usage stats and value to 
curriculum; 4) own them.
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Just, FYI

▣ Patron Driven Acquisition (PDA) / Demand 
Driven Acquisition (DDA) is similar, but
□ Records are added based on approval plan 

profile or individual selection
□ Library is invoiced as ebooks are triggered, 

mostly on the first use
□ UNCG has PDA plans with GOBI for PQ 

Ebook Central, EBSCO eBooks, and JSTOR
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Back to EBA

▣ Why EBA plans?
□ Many print books from approval plan were 

not being used
□ Ebooks are preferred format in many cases
□ The library purchases titles that are used, not 

just what we hope gets used
□ Access to well-regarded academic publishers
□ Generate more usage and lower cost per use 

than traditional purchasing model
8
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Taylor & Francis

▣ ULAC deal
▣ Collective access to 39,000 ebooks
▣ CRC Press and Routledge imprints
▣ Published 2016-2021
▣ The current year of publication is not included
▣ Unlimited, DRM-free* access model
▣ Most recent selection period, incl. UNCG top 3

□ EcoJustice Education - 426 uses
□ Introduccion a la linguistica hispanica actual - 377 uses
□ Studies on Global History of Music - 278 uses
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https://www.northcarolina.edu/university-library-advisory-council-ulac/


‘’
▣ Unlimited users - the best
▣ If DRM-free, no Digital Rights 

Management restrictions
□ Chapter downloads don’t 

expire
□ Unlimited printing & 

copy/paste
□ Plus other advantages
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Wiley

▣ ULAC deal, until 2022 CC deal
▣ Collective access to 23,000 ebooks
▣ Purchase books for all 16 participating UNC 

schools
▣ Efficiencies Working Group selected the 1,160 

titles for term ending 6/30/2021
▣ Currently in fourth year of this program
▣ Unlimited, DRM-free access model
▣ ULAC averaging about 500k uses/year; CPU 25¢
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Oxford University Press

▣ CC deal for NC schools (SC setting own deal)
▣ Includes UNC Press titles
▣ Access to 17,000 OUP ebooks
▣ 2021 purchased 1,049 monographs and 77 UNC 

Press titles published in 2021
▣ EBA backlist (pub 2007-2019) purchased 107
▣ Invoiced through GOBI
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JSTOR

▣ UNCG deal
▣ DDA (PDA) for front list titles 
▣ Access to 70,000 ebooks in EBA plan
▣ EBA for backlist titles

□ Fee based on library’s journal usage
▣ Ebooks are integrated with ejournals on JSTOR 

platform, so are easy for patrons to find
▣ Unlimited, DRM-free access model
▣ Mix of academic publishers
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Expenses

FY2014 
GOBI print approval plan 
expenditures, 7733 qty 
Total = $299,000 [avg $39]
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FY2021 
GOBI print approval 
360 qty = $13,000
EBA (purchased)
2003 qty = $180,000
GOBI DDA
570 qty = $68,000
JSTOR DDA
312 qty = $26,000
Total = $287,000 [avg $88]



EBA options beyond ebooks

▣ Some journal publishers and streaming platforms offer 
EBA-like plans, so libraries can select purchased content 
after a subscription year of use

▣ ProQuest Access & Build offers primary source content, 
digital collections, newspapers, etc.
□ A portion of cost goes to access everything
□ A portion goes to ownership of chosen content, 

including:
■ ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Pittsburgh Courier / Philadelphia Tribune
■ EIMA2: Cinema, Film and Television (Part 1)
■ ProQuest Civil War Era
■ Education Magazine Archive 16



2.
Access
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How do I get 
what I need?
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WMS Knowledge Base
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KBART
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Marcie or delete
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3.
Selection

Orders

Working with 
library 
colleagues

Working with 
publishers and 
vendors
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Managing orders against our EBA plans

▣ Receiving book requests
▣ Checking library holdings
▣ Checking major book vendor, GOBI
▣ Publisher ebook platforms
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https://www.ebsco.com/academic-libraries/products/gobi-library-solutions


Troubleshooting

▣ Research issues
▣ Work with Marcie / erhelp@uncg.edu to 

resolve ebook access issues
▣ Contact the publisher or vendor
▣ A couple of examples

□ “Everything” published; not necessarily
□ Reclassified as textbooks; Move from EBA

We can't fix it if we don't know it's broken, so please 
report any errors you find to erhelp@uncg.edu. 28

mailto:erhelp@uncg.edu
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Making selections

▣ Vendor reports and usage data
▣ Determine if any titles are on our eTextbook 

list; view the Course Adopted Texts LibGuide 
▣ Consider requests by faculty and students
▣ Avoid duplication with access on other 

platforms
▣ Consider curriculum and areas of study; 

Publication Date
▣ Value for academic departments
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https://uncg.libguides.com/coursetexts


‘’
Use is the most 
important criteria in 
selecting an ebook for 
perpetual ownership in 
EBA plans.
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The value of Evidence-Based Acquisitions

Access to 
thousands 
of ebooks

Highly 
regarded 
academic 
publishers

Owned 
content 
that is 
used
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Thanks!
Any questions?

Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
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